
Real Life Learning Trust  

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
24th January 2019 6.15 pm

Venue: Calveley Primary Academy  
MINUTES – PART 1

In Attendance: Laura Leather (LL), (chair), Bev Dolman (BD), Yvonne Wood (YW), Neil Duncalf (ND), Lesley Latronico 
(LLa), Amanda Beaven (AB), Keir Glover (KG), Verity McKay (VMc), Fiona Sloyan (FS)

1 APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received and accepted for Jo Edwards. and Bev Dolman
2 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 

YW confirmed that she was a Director at Bennet Brooks, and Vmc confirmed that she worked for 
Poole Alcock

3 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The minutes from the previous meeting on the 28th November, were confirmed as an accurate 
record.

4 MATTERS ARISING 

• YW confirmed that the HOS were now invited to the finance meeting 
• LLa confirmed that she had been successful in finding a replacement for the Responsible 

Officer. 
• LL confirmed that the AGM took place on the 10th December, and minutes will be circulated 

once the Members have agreed them on the 26th February. 
• Code of conduct rolled forward from previous meeting, will be rolled forward to March. 
• JE had taken on the role of training director, however she will be leaving the board at the end 

of the academic year, FS will step in.
5 DECLARATION OF AOB 

• New date for March Directors meeting 
• Directors day 
• Acton parent council

Our partnership of nurturing schools equips children with life skills for the real world.  Together we build a 
firm foundation for their future, giving them the self-belief, resilience and confidence to achieve their potential, 



6 TRUST BUSINESS AND DIRECTOR RECRUITMENT 

LL introduced the item on the development and expansion of the trust and the new structure that 
had been developed over the last few months.  A skills audit has been done with existing and 
new Directors to ensure that they are placed in an appropriate place within the trust. 

A recent recruitment drive had seen 7 potential Directors being interviewed.  LL presented 
Directors with a sheet that detailed the new structure and positions.  

A newly appointed Director has also been identified to take over the role of Chair of Directors 
after LL leaves the board.  The new structure, moves to a more traditional MAT structure, with a 
Founding Members board, Trust board and Academy Committees. Current directors had been 
distributed across the structure. 

Concern was raised that whilst there were no current Directors at the Founding Member Board. 

Q: Is this a problem? 
R: The new trust board will have a tradition MAT remit, and will be overseeing the whole of the 
trust and consistency, up until now, there has also been a school focus.  LL does not see this as a 
challenge. 

Directors discussed this point and future succession planning.  It was felt that it would be better 
to have a fixed term for Chairs, so that there were natural succession points. 

Q: There are 2 parent vacancies at Calveley, what happens if we cannot fill. 
R: Securing parent involvement at Calveley has traditionally been a challenge.  New efforts will be 
made, and will be reviewed if positions cannot be filled. 

YW stated that she had not had the necessary papers to be able to apply as a Foundation 
Director. 

Action: This will be followed up. 

LL Proposed the new structure and asked if Directors were happy to approve. 

Outcome: All Directors were happy with the new structure to come in to force for the summer 
term. 

LL continued to discuss the transition arrangement going forward, and confirmed that the new 
Directors will be invited to the March Directors meeting to ensure that transition was smooth.  
She also confirmed that now the structure has been approved, templates and ways of working / 
communicating will be finalised. 

Academy Committees will be brought together to meet and improve sharing across schools and 
improve practice.  Training for new Directors and also the new Chairs of the Academy committees 
will be sourced. 

Action: The clerk will circulate training that may benefit new and existing Directors / committee 
members



7 FINANCE 

YW provided a verbal update, however the finance committee was not due to meet until the 4th 
Feb. 

Term one Accounts are in draft form - and overall are in line with the set budget.  Currently it is 
showing a slight surplus for term one. 

YW reported that there had been an issue with delegation due to the absence of the EHT.  VW 
worked with staff and found a flaw in the Scheme of Delegation - this will be discussed at the 
finance committee and alterations made and brought back to Board in march. 

The Bursar had also requested that the board make an earlier decision on ay awards for admin 
staff so that they can be actioned on time and not incur a backdating element. 

Outcome: Information to be brought to the next Directors meeting for discussion and approval. 

This year (May) celebrates 100 years since the first HT of Calveley retired.  The school had been 
approached to see if they would be willing to be involved in a local history project. 

Outcome: ask the EHT to liaise and report back 

8 POLICIES  

a) Code of Conduct 
b) Pay Policy 

Due to the absence of the EHT, policies will be rolled forward to the March meeting. 

9 GOVERNOR TRAINING AND DIRECTORS REPORT 

FS confirmed again that she will pick up the role of Training Director, and is using the skills audit 
to understand the training needs. 

Already identified that training will be needed for new Chairs, and the clerk will send information. 

10 AOB 

New date for the March meeting has been set at 18th March 2019 6.15pm. 

Directors day - This had been confirmed for the 4th February.  Directors were asked to create 
their schedules based on the SDP and their objectives.  LF confirmed that she would be looking 
at Safeguarding. 

Acton Parent Council  - FS had attended the meeting but there was nothing to report.  The next 
meeting is the 24th April, and LLa- confirmed her attendance. 


